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The nature of the neural processing underlying the extraction of pitch information from harmonic
complex sounds is still unclear. Electrophysiological studies in the auditory nerve and many
psychophysical and modeling studies suggest that pitch might be extracted successfully by applying
a mechanism like autocorrelation to the temporal discharge patterns of auditory-nerve fibers. The
current modeling study investigates the possible role of populations of sustained chopper~Chop-S!
units located in the mammalian ventral cochlear nucleus~VCN! in this process. First, it is shown
that computer simulations can predict responses to periodic and quasiperiodic sounds of individual
Chop-S units recorded in the guinea-pig VCN. Second, it is shown that the fundamental period of
a periodic or quasiperiodic sound is represented in the first-order, interspike interval statistics of a
population of simulated Chop-S units. This is true across a wide range of characteristic frequencies
when the chopping rate is equal to thef 0 of the sound. The model was able to simulate the results
of psychophysical studies involving the pitch height and pitch strength of iterated ripple noise, the
dominance region of pitch, the effect of phase on pitch height and pitch strength, pitch of
inharmonic stimuli, and of sinusoidally amplitude modulated noise. Simulation results indicate that
changes in the interspike interval statistics of populations of Chop-S units compare well with
changes in the pitch perceived by humans. It is proposed that Chop-S units in the ventral cochlear
nucleus may play an important role in pitch extraction: They can convert a purely temporal pitch
code as observed in the auditory nerve into a temporalplace code of pitch in populations of
cochlear-nucleus, Chop-S with different characteristic frequencies, and chopping rates. Thus,
populations of cochlear-nucleus Chop-S units, together with their target units presumably located in
the inferior colliculus, may serve to establish a stable rate-place code of pitch at the level of the
auditory cortex. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1643359#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Qh, 43.66.Ba@WPS# Pages: 1207–1218
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tracking the pitch of periodic sounds is one of the fu
damental tasks of the auditory system. Periodic sound
nature are normally harmonically structured. The percei
pitch of the stimulus can typically be matched to a sinus
whose frequency is the same as the fundamental of the
monic series (F0). This perception persists even when the
is no auditory excitation in theF0 frequency region, indicat
ing that pitch perception is a synthetic process. The p
percept is also particularly strong when the harmonic co
ponents are well separated relative to the frequency resol
power of the cochlea, suggesting that pitch often involves
combination of information taken across a range
frequency-selective channels. Any model of the physiolo
cal basis of pitch processing must take these basic facts
account.

Historically, models of pitch perception have champ
oned either spectral~e.g., Terhardt, 1979; Goldstein, 1973! or
temporal ~e.g., Schouten, 1970; Licklider, 1951! explana-
tions. Spectral explanations focus on the frequency-resolv
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properties of the basilar membrane, while temporal expla
tions seek to show that the temporal resolution of
auditory-nerve~AN! response is an adequate basis for pi
extraction. Models using an autocorrelation analysis
auditory-nerve response patterns~Licklider, 1959; Lyon,
1984; Meddis and Hewitt, 1991a,b! have suggested that pitc
could, in principle, be extracted from the temporal pattern
activity in the peripheral input. More direct evidence in fav
of a temporal code for pitch comes from electrophysiologi
recordings from the cat auditory nerve~Horst et al., 1986;
Cariani and Delgutte, 1996a,b!: They showed that tempora
analyses such as autocorrelation, when applied to
auditory-nerve temporal discharge pattern, results in a r
able estimate of the stimulus pitch for a comprehensive se
test conditions.

The study to be described below takes this analysis a
starting point, but asks how this temporal information is e
tracted physiologically and made available for later proce
ing. Physiological mechanisms that might serve the proc
that extracts pitch information from the temporal pattern
activity in the AN have not yet been discovered but may
located at least partly in the cochlear nucleus~CN!, the only
nucleus to receive direct AN input. de Cheveigne~1998!
adopted a temporal approach and proposed that pitch per
1207207/12/$20.00 © 2004 Acoustical Society of America
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tion may involve ‘‘an array of delay lines and inhibitor
gating.’’ Shamma and Klein~2000! have suggested a tem
plate approach based on across-frequency coincidence d
tion. They treat the cochlear nucleus as a second stage
taining ‘‘a matrix of coincidence detectors that compute
average pairwise instantaneous correlation~or product! be-
tween responses from all characteristic frequencies~CFs!
across the channels.’’ Both these approaches are function
plausible but await direct physiological confirmation. Belo
it will be suggested that the intrinsic membrane properties
sustained-chopper cells~Chop-S! provide a possible basis fo
the transformation of an auditory-nerve, temporal pitch co
into a temporalplace code of pitch at the level of the CN
This approach is based on the measured physiologica
sponses of Chop-S units to pitch sounds, and the model
the advantage that it can be tuned to match the physiolog
responses. Of course, it remains the case that the autoc
lation analysis that has proved successful at the level of
AN would also work at the level of the cochlear nucleu
given that many units preserve the fine-structure informa
that is present in the AN. However, this would still leave t
question as to how this autocorrelation is performed and
what level in the nervous system.

The cochlear nucleus contains different cell types t
can be separated both anatomically and in terms of t
electrophysiological response characteristics~Blackburn and
Sachs, 1989!. Shofner~1991, 1999! showed that primarylike
units in the chinchilla ventral cochlear nucleus were w
able to represent the period of rippled noise and itera
rippled noise in their temporal discharge patterns. Wiegr
and Winter~2001! and Winteret al. ~2001! have suggested
that Chop-S units in the ventral cochlear nucleus~VCN! may
play a role in pitch perception: Chop-S units are charac
ized by a regular response pattern in response to pure t
at their CF~Young et al., 1988!. More recently, it has been
shown that the temporal discharge pattern becomes m
regular when a Chop-S unit is stimulated with a perio
stimulus whosef 0 is near the unit’s intrinsic chopping rat
~CR, Winteret al., 2001; Wiegrebe and Winter, 2001!. This
selective enhancement of regularity is the focus of the mo
to be described.

The model consists of a large number of simula
Chop-S units organized according to their CF and CR.
ensemble of units with the same CR, but spread across
is called a ‘‘Chop-S population.’’ Each Chop-S populatio
will synchronize its activity to thef 0 of the input stimulus if
the f 0 is close to the CR of the Chop-S population. T
important feature of Chop-S units is that this synchronizat
to f 0 does not only occur in Chop-S units that are spectr
tuned tof 0 but also in Chop-S units that are spectrally tun
to integer multiples~harmonics! of f 0. Information about the
f 0 of the input is therefore distributed across all chopp
units in terms of the amount of synchronization present
each, i.e., a synchronization/place code. This synchroniza
is quantified in the model as its normalized CR-locked ra
its computation is described below. A global estimate of
amount of synchronization to a particular fundamental f
quency can be found by averaging the normalized CR-loc
rate across a Chop-S population, i.e., across the Chop-S
1208 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 L.
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with the same CR but different CFs. This is used as
model’s estimate of the strength of a pitch equivalent to
CR. If pitch strength is estimated at a number of values
CR, the CR yielding the highest value can be used to pre
the pitch most likely to be selected in a psychophysi
pitch-matching experiment.

Clearly, this model can only represent the first stage o
much longer process whereby the synchronization obse
in individual Chop-S units is further processed and combin
to give a pitch percept. Given that the chopper units
thought to project to the inferior colliculus, it is possible th
the next processing step is located there. It may involve
incidence units that are driven when populations of un
with similar CF and CR fire in synchrony but not otherwis
Hewitt and Meddis~1994! have already shown how suc
circuits can convert a change in synchrony into a r
change. However, the present modeling study is only c
cerned with the processing observed at the level of the
chlear nucleus. The model is intended to demonstrate tha
activity of the chopper units provides an adequate basis
later stages of pitch processing. It is already clear t
auditory-nerve activity supplies an adequate basis for p
dicting psychophysical pitch judgments~Horst et al., 1986;
Cariani and Delgutte, 1996a,b!. The aim of this study is to
move forward to the next stage by identifying Chop-S un
as the most likely carrier of pitch information by virtue o
their ability to synchronizeselectivelyto particular pitches.
This selectivity converts the temporal code found in the
ditory nerve to a temporalplace code in the cochlear
nucleus. As such, it makes a unique and important contr
tion to pitch processing in the auditory brainstem.

II. SIMULATIONS

A. Simulations of electrophysiological recordings

1. Model structure

The computer model incorporated the Chop-S mode
Hewitt et al. ~1992!. Other models~Ghoshalet al., 1992; Lai
et al., 1994! could have been used, and it is not expected t
they would yield fundamentally different results. The inp
to the Chop-S model used recently updated models of
auditory periphery. Two different peripheral models we
used: one for the guinea pig when modeling physiologi
observations and one for humans when modeling psyc
physical data. The models consisted of~a! a system of band-
pass filters designed to simulate the effect of the outer-
middle ear;~b! a dual-resonance, nonlinear filterbank wi
parameters set to match properties of the guinea pig~Meddis
et al., 2001!; ~c! mechanical to electrical transduction in th
IHC; ~d! IHC-auditory-nerve~AN! synapse~Sumneret al.,
2002!; ~e! AN spike generation sufficient to give 15 indepe
dent fibers with the same CF to each Chop-S unit;~f! the
application of a 0.75-ms refractory time; and~g! Chop-S unit
dendritic filtering using a first-order low-pass filter with
cutoff frequency of 300 Hz.

The Chop-S units were modeled using the algorith
suggested by MacGregor~1987!. Fifteen input fibers were
used because recent physiological investigations have
vealed that the 60 fibers suggested in Hewittet al. ~1992!
Wiegrebe and R. Meddis: Periodic sounds in simulated chopper units
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may be too many. Ferragamoet al. ~1998!, using in vitro
techniques, estimated that at least five AN fibers converg
the dendrites of VCN stellate cells. We found that five inp
fibers were too few to generate realistic simulations of
animal data. The CF of the simulated Chop-S unit is de
mined by the center frequency of the cochlear filter drivi
its input AN fibers; the CR of the unit was manipulated
changing the potassium recovery time constant~Hewitt
et al., 1992!.

All model parameters can be obtained from̂http://
www.essex.ac.uk/psychology/hearinglab/models&. The model
was implemented using publicly available computer cod
modules in the Development System for Auditory Modelli
~DSAM! library ~footnote 1!. The DSAM modules were
called fromMATLAB programs that generated the stimuli a
analyzed the response of the modeled Chop-S units.

The electrophysiological recordings shown here
taken from the study by Winteret al. ~2001!.

2. Response to best-frequency pure tones

The parameters of the model were tuned so that
model generated pure-tone responses as similar as pos
to those recorded in guinea pig in an earlier study~Winter
et al., 2001; Wiegrebe and Winter, 2001!. Figure 1~A! shows
the peristimulus, time-histogram~PSTH! of a Chop-S unit
with a CF of 3 kHz to 250 repetitions of 50-ms CF ton
presented at 50 dB above unit threshold. Figure 1~B! shows
the PSTH response of the model to the same stimulus.
figure insets show the coefficient of variation~CV! of the
responses. The CV is computed by dividing the standard
viation of the interspike intervals by its mean~Blackburn and
Sachs, 1989!. Both animal and model data have an avera
CV close to 0.2.

FIG. 1. Comparison of responses of a recorded Chop-S unit with a CF
kHz and a chopping rate~CR! of 250 Hz ~A! and its simulation~B! in
response to 250 repetitions of 50-ms CF tones at 50 dB above thres
Peristimulus time histograms are shown in~A! and ~B!; the coefficients of
variation~CV! based on a regularity analysis are shown in the figure ins
Note that the simulation captures the main features of both the PSTH
the regularity analysis.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 L. Wiegre
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3. Responses to complex tones

Hewitt et al. ~1992! showed that simulated Chop-S uni
were able to predict the response characteristics of reco
Chop-S units when stimulated by sinusoidally amplitu
modulated~SAM! tones. In our study, the refined Chop-
model was tested with an extended set of stimuli includ
iterated rippled noise~IRN! and harmonic complexes. Th
individual tone components of the harmonic complexes w
added in either cosine phase~CPH! or random phase~RPH!.
The IRN stimuli were generated in an add-same configu
tion ~Yost, 1996a!. They are designated ‘‘IRNS(d,g,n)’’
where ‘‘d’’ is the delay in ms, ‘‘g’’ is the linear gain in the
delay loop, and ‘‘n’’ is the number of iterations. Both RPH
complexes and IRN stimuli were refreshed for every pres
tation for both recording and simulation. Thef 0 ~equivalent
to the IRN delay reciprocal! ranged from 31.25 to 1000 Hz

Responses were typically obtained using 25 repetiti
of 409.6-ms stimuli generated with 20-ms, raised-cos
ramps at a sampling rate of 20 kHz. The presentation le
was set so that neural rate responses were always well a
threshold. First-order interspike interval histograms~ISIHs!
in response to periodic sounds are shown in Fig. 2. Abe
~1982! introduced a method to quantify interspike interv
distributions independent of binwidth and overall firing ra
The method is easily implemented by dividing the number
intervals in a bin of an interspike interval histogram by t
product of binwidth and the overall number of interspi
intervals. All ISIHs presented here are expressed in term
firing rate as suggested by Abeles~1982!. The recorded unit
has a CR of 250 Hz and is the same unit as shown in Fig
The figure is arranged with animal ISIHs in the left thr
columns and the model ISIHs in the right three columns. T
three columns represent the response to IRN, RPH,
CPH, respectively.F0 increases from bottom to top~see the
central column!. For all stimuli except the CPH with lowe
f 0’s, the ISIHs of both animal data and model response sh
a pronounced mode around 4 ms, regardless of thef 0 of the
signal. This reflects the intrinsic chopping of the unit. Ho
ever, this mode becomes taller and thinner when thef 0 of
the signal is the same as the CR of the unit~250 Hz; equiva-
lent to a chopping period of 4 ms!.

Note that simulated responses to CPH tones show s
deviations from the physiological data. Specifically, the IS
shows some temporal fine structure which is absent in
recorded data. The lack of fine structure in the recorded d
may result from the influence of temporally random inhib
tion, as suggested by Laiet al. ~1994!.

Overall firing rate responses for the same recordings
simulations are shown in Fig. 3. For IRNS and RPH stimu
rate responses are largely independent of thef 0 ~fine and
strong continuous lines!. This result agrees with previou
observations on modulation tuning in chopper units~Frisina
et al., 1990a,b!. However, with CPH stimulation alone
~dashed lines!, both the recordings and simulations show
pronounced increase in the rate response with increasingf 0.
CPH closely resemble click trains. At very lowf 0’s, the
Chop-S unit responds with a single spike per click. As the
become fewer with decreasingF0, the rate response de
creases.

3
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1209be and R. Meddis: Periodic sounds in simulated chopper units
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FIG. 2. Interspike interval histograms~ISIHs! of the
3-kHz Chop-S unit and its simulation as shown in Fi
1 in response to harmonic complex tones and itera
rippled noise. The stimulusF0 ~51000/delay for
IRNS! is given in the middle column. Stimuli were ei
ther IRNS(d,1,16), random-phase harmonic complex
~RPH!, or cosine-phase complexes~CPH!. The ordinate
of the ISIHs is scaled in terms of firing rate after Abele
~1982! to make the ISIHs independent of binwidth an
overall firing rate. Note that when the stimulusF0
matches the chopping rate~250 Hz!, intervals are redis-
tributed in favor of the interval corresponding toF0
~upward triangles!.
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Frisina et al. ~1990a,b! used amplitude modulated pur
tones to demonstrate bandpass modulation tuning funct
in VCN chop-S units. This shows that the Chop-S unit sy
chronized its discharges with the stimulus modulation f

FIG. 3. Overall firing rate responses of the recording shown in Fig. 2. N
that both in the recording~A! and the simulation~B! the rate response is
independent of the stimulusF0 when the stimuli were IRNS or RPH~fine
and strong continuous lines!. With CPH stimulation~dashed lines!, however,
the rate response increases with increasingF0 because of the transient pe
riodic envelope fluctuation of the CPH.
1210 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 L.
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quency for only a narrow range of modulation frequencies
similar phenomenon can be demonstrated with IRN stim
but a different method of analysis is required to show
because IRN and RPH stimuli are not amenable to sync
nization analysis. This is because their phase spectrum
random and, for IRN stimulation, the phase spectrum is a
time variant. Thus, any analysis of regularity or synchro
with this kind of stimulation must be primarily based o
interspike interval statistics.

Shofner~1999! quantified changes in the height of th
first peak in the neural autocorrelogram~equivalent to an
all-order, interspike interval analysis! using the formula

Normalized, CR-locked rate5
Rt2Rave

Rave
,

whereRt equals the ISIH firing rate at an interspike interv
corresponding to the CR of the unit andRave equals the ISIH
firing rate averaged across all interspike intervals. As
ISIH firing rates are independent of binwidth and over
firing rate ~Abeles, 1982!, also the normalized, CR-locke
firing rate is independent of these parameters. We use
same measure of peak height here. Note, however, that
like in Shofner~1999!, peak heights were calculated bas
on a first-order ISIH analysis, not on an all-order ISIH ana
sis. A first-order ISIH analysis was preferred because Win
et al. ~2001! showed that the bandpass tuning to a spec
range of f 0’s is demonstrated only with a first-order ISI
analysis. Binwidths of 250ms are used throughout the who
body of this paper.

e

Wiegrebe and R. Meddis: Periodic sounds in simulated chopper units
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FIG. 4. Normalized CR-locked rate as a function
stimulus f 0. The stimuli were IRNS(d,1,16), whered
equals thef 0 reciprocal. Recorded responses are sho
in the left column; simulated responses are shown in
right column. The attenuation of the sound-pressu
level of the stimulus is given in the individual panel
Note that when the IRNSf 0 matches the chopping rat
of the unit ~250 Hz!, there is a clear peak in the nor
malized CR-locked rate. Moreover, the position of th
peak is not affected by the sound-pressure level
stimulation. Thus, this measure is quite stable agai
changes in sound-pressure level. A secondary pea
observed when the IRNSf 0 is 500 Hz, i.e., twice the
chopping rate. This feature of Chop-S units is discuss
in Sec. III.
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The normalized, CR-locked rate is shown as a funct
of f 0 in Fig. 4. The stimuli were IRNS(d,1.16). Again,
analyses of the guinea-pig recordings are shown in the
column; analyses of the simulated responses are shown i
right column. The recorded and the simulated unit wa
Chop-S unit with a CF of 1000 Hz and a CR of 250 H
Different rows represent different stimulus attenuations
shown in the panels. Note that the normalized, CR-loc
rate always shows a pronounced peak when the IRNSf 0
matches the CR. Moreover, this peak is stable over the 30
range of sound levels tested and it is similar in the record
and the simulation. These data reflect the previous find
that Chop-S units provide a selectivity forf 0 which is inde-
pendent of sound level when the unit is in saturat
~Wiegrebe and Winter, 2001!. A secondary peak is seen at a
f 0 of 500 Hz, i.e., when the IRNSf 0 is twice the CR. This
secondary peak reflects the fact that a Chop-S unit is cap
to lock onto an integer multiple of its input period. This is
possible neurophysiological foundation of octave confusi
observed psychophysically. This topic is discussed in S
III.

B. Simulations of pitch phenomena in populations of
Chop-S units

1. Model structure

Psychophysical studies of pitch perception have e
ployed many different kinds of stimuli. The response of t
model will now be evaluated using some of these stimuli
was necessary to make two major changes to the mod
order to make it suitable for evaluation against human, p
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 L. Wiegre
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chophysical data. First, the peripheral model was change
match that of human listeners. Second, the model was
panded to included populations of Chop-S units with a w
range of CRs~about 100 to 550 Hz!. The outer- and middle-
ear transfer function was modified to fit the human outer- a
middle-ear transfer function~Glasberg and Moore, 2002!.
Cochlear processing was implemented with a filterbank c
sisting of dual-resonance, nonlinear, bandpass filters fitte
explain human forward-masking measurements~Lopez-
Poveda and Meddis, 2001!. The filterbank consisted of 20
nonlinear filters with CFs equally spaced on a logarithm
frequency axis between 200 and 6000 Hz. The simula
Chop-S units form populations of Chop-S units where ea
population is determined by its common CR. A populati
consists of 20 Chop-S units~i.e., one per filter! with a com-
mon CR and CFs determined by the center frequencies o
auditory filters. In other respects, the model is identical
that used to simulate the physiological recordings.

2. Simulation paradigm

Unless otherwise stated, simulated responses are b
on 25 repetitions of 409.6-ms stimuli presented at 40
above rate threshold. Stimuli are always windowed w
20-ms raised-cosine gates. Again, data are analyzed in te
of the Chop-S first-order ISIH scaled as suggested by Ab
~1982!. Binwidth was always 250ms. The dependent vari
able is the normalized CR-locked rate produced by a stim
lus. The model implies that the normalized CR-locked r
reflects the perceived pitch strength, while the pitch itsel
1211be and R. Meddis: Periodic sounds in simulated chopper units
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reflected in a distributed manner in terms of which popu
tion of Chop-S units shows the strongest normalized C
locked rate.

3. Simulation 1: The representation of the pitch
strength of IRN

Yost ~1996b! showed that the pitch strength of IRN ca
be predicted using the height of the first major peak in
autocorrelation function of the stimulus waveform (h1).
Specifically, the perceived pitch strength is proportional
10 raised to the power ofh1. The Chop-S model is evaluate
by measuring the normalized CR-locked rate to IRN stim
with different pitch strengths. The growth of the normaliz
CR-locked rate~averaged over a population of Chop-S uni!
is plotted against the number of iterations for both Yos
function and the model~Fig. 5!. For this demonstration, th
Chop-S units are spread over a wide range of CFs~200 to
6000 Hz! but CRs were fixed at 200 Hz, equal to the IR
delay reciprocal. Thus, the stimuli were IRNS(5,1,n), where
n, the number of iterations, was 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16. The fi
line in Fig. 5 represents Yost’s estimate of pitch strength
the stimulus, based onh1, as a function of the number o
iterations. The strong line show the normalized CR-lock
rate averaged across an array of simulated Chop-S uni
can be seen that the normalized CR-locked rate for a po
lation of simulated Chop-S units grows in proportion wi
Yost’s estimate of perceived pitch strength. This is an imp
tant feature of the normalized CR-locked rate because it
plies that the measure can be used additively when it is
vestigated how different units contribute to overall pit
strength. The feature is exploited in the subsequent sim
tions.

4. Simulation 2: The dominance region of harmonic
sounds

For simple harmonic complexes, Ritsma~1967! showed
that it is the low harmonics that contribute most to pit
strength. He asked listeners to match the pitch of a refere
stimulus to that of a test stimulus. The test stimulus wa
harmonic complex manipulated so that harmonics 1 ton
were shifted down to be based on a lowerf 0 (F0I low
50.9* F0) and harmonicsn11 to 12 were shifted up to be
based on a higherf 0 (F0Ihigh51.1* F0). The reference

FIG. 5. The change of pitch strength~fine line; after Yost, 1996b! and
normalized CR-locked rate~strong line! as a function of the number o
iterations of IRNS(5,1,n). The normalized CR-locked rate was averag
over an array of 20 Chop-S units with CFs between 200 and 6000 Hz a
CR of 250 Hz. The data indicate the linear relationship between normal
CR-locked rate and the perceived pitch strength.
1212 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 L.
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stimulus was a harmonic complex consisting of all 12 u
modified harmonics. Listeners were asked to judge whe
the test stimulus was higher or lower in pitch compared w
the reference stimulus. The center of dominance correspo
to that harmonic,n, which, when assigned either to the low
F0 or to the higherF0 in the test stimulus, results in
change in the listener’s decision. However, this does
mean thatn is the strongest harmonic; it means that the a
gregated pitch strength of harmonics 1 ton is equal to the
aggregated pitch strength of harmonicsn11 to 12 ~Plomp,
1976!.

The same stimuli were used in an evaluation of the c
rent model. Normalized CR-locked rate in a Chop-S popu
tion with a CR equal toF0 is shown as a function of unit CF
for 12 harmonics ofF0’s of 100, 200, and 400 Hz in Figs
6~A! to ~C!, respectively. The center of dominance is det
mined by that specific CF where the integrated, normaliz

a
d

FIG. 6. Simulated neural correlates of the dominance region of pitch: N
malized CR-locked rate of a Chop-S population tuned to the stimulusF0 is
shown as a function of unit CF in~A! to ~C! for F0’s of 100, 200, and 400
Hz, respectively. Note that the low harmonics always produce the stron
normalized CR-locked rate. From these data, the center of dominanc
calculated as described in the text. The predicted dominant harmonic n
ber is shown along with the data of Ritsma~1967! in ~D!.
Wiegrebe and R. Meddis: Periodic sounds in simulated chopper units
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CR-locked rate below this CF equals the integrated, norm
ized CR-locked rate above this CF. The resulting CF is c
verted to harmonic number and plotted in Fig. 6~D! as a
function of the stimulusF0 ~strong line!. The data show tha
the simulated center of dominance matches the data
Ritsma~1967! reasonably well.

5. Simulation 3: The influence of phase on pitch
strength

Houtsma and Smurzynski~1990! investigated the exten
to which the pitch strength of harmonic complexes depe
on the phase relations between the harmonics. They m
sured frequency difference limens to obtain a quantita
measure of pitch strength. The influence of phase was m
sured for a set of low harmonics~1–11! as well as for a set o
high harmonics~16–26!. Houtsma and Smurzynski~1990!
found that for a set of low harmonics pitch strength w
high, and the phase relation between the harmonics did
influence pitch strength. For a set of high harmonics, pi
strength was generally much lower, and the pitch strengt
harmonics added in sine phase was slightly stronger t
when the harmonics were added in Schroeder phase. Ad
harmonics in Schroeder phase minimizes the amplit
modulation of the waveform envelope, whereas sine-ph
harmonics result in a ‘‘peaky’’ waveform. When simulatin
their experiment, harmonic complexes consisted of eithe
low harmonics (h1 to h11) or 11 high harmonics (h16 to
h26). F0 was set to 200 Hz as used by Houtsma a
Smurzynski~1990!. Simulated neural output was obtaine
from 25 repetitions of 409.6-ms stimuli. The simulat
Chop-S population had a CR of 200 Hz~corresponding to
the F0 of 200 Hz!.

The normalized CR-locked rate averaged across
CFs is shown for low harmonics (h1 –h11) and high har-
monics (h16–h26) added in either sine phase~filled bars! or
Schroeder phase~open bars! in Fig. 7. As expected from the
previous simulation, the normalized CR-locked rate cau
by low harmonics is considerably larger than the normaliz

FIG. 7. Normalized CR-locked rate averaged across a population of Ch
units with 20 CFs between 200 and 6000 Hz and a CR of 200 Hz
response to harmonic complexes with anF0 of 200 Hz. Harmonics are
added either in sine phase~solid bars! or in Schroeder phase~open bars!.
The left two bars show the normalized CR-locked rate averaged acro
series of low harmonics (h1 –h11); the right two bars show normalize
CR-locked rate averaged across high harmonics (h16–h26). In agreement
with the perception of pitch strength, the normalized CR-locked rate
strong and phase independent for the resolved harmonic comp
(h1 –h11), and it is generally weaker for high complexes (h16–h26).
Moreover, as in the perception, the normalized CR-locked rate for h
Schroeder-phase complexes is slightly weaker than for high sine-phase
plexes.
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CR-locked rate caused by high harmonics. This finding is
agreement with Houtsma and Smurzynski~1990!, who
showed thatF0 difference limens~a psychophysical measur
of pitch strength! are better for low harmonics than for hig
harmonics.

Moreover, for high harmonics, the simulations show
smaller normalized CR-locked rate for Schroeder-ph
complexes than for sine-phase complexes. Several re
tions of the simulations showed that this difference is hig
significant. Again, this is in agreement with Houtsma a
Smurzynski~1990! because they showed that pitch streng
~quantified asF0 difference limens! was slightly stronger
when high harmonics were added in sine phase than w
high harmonics were added in Schroeder phase.

6. Simulation 4: The influence of phase on the pitch
of harmonic complexes

Patterson~1987! and Shackleton and Carlyon~1994! in-
vestigated the pitch of harmonic complexes where the h
monics were added either in cosine phase or in alterna
phase~odd-order harmonics have a phase of 0°; even-or
harmonics have a phase of 90°! as a function of whether thei
listeners could resolve the individual spectral compone
They found that when harmonics were added in cos
phase, the perceived pitch corresponds toF0 regardless of
whether the harmonics were spectrally resolved or un
solved. However, when the harmonics were added in al
nating phase, the perceived pitch corresponds toF0 only for
spectrally resolved harmonics. Spectrally unresolved h
monics added in alternating phase produce a pitch
matches to 2F0.

For the simulation, stimuli consisted of harmonics 16
26 of a harmonic complex with anF0 of 100 Hz and added
in either cosine phase or alternating phase. Neural respo
were obtained for two Chop-S populations, one with a C
equal toF0 and one with a CR equal to 2F0.

Normalized CR-locked rate averaged across e
Chop-S population is shown in Fig. 8. In the Chop-S pop
lation tuned toF05100 Hz~solid bars!, the normalized CR-
locked rate is stronger for the unresolved cosine-phase
monics than for the unresolved alternating-phase harmon

-S
n

a

s
es

h
m-

FIG. 8. Normalized CR-locked rate averaged across two Chop-S pop
tions ~one with a CR of 100 Hz, solid bars, and one with a CR of 200 H
open bars! in response to spectrally unresolved harmonics 16 to 26 of anF0
of 100 Hz. Harmonics were added in either cosine phase or alterna
phase. The unresolved cosine-phase harmonics produce a strong, norm
CR-locked rate in the Chop-S population tuned to 100 Hz and almos
normalized CR-locked rate in the Chop-S population tuned to 200 Hz.
unresolved alternating-phase harmonics produce normalized CR-locked
of similar amount in both the 100-Hz Chop-S population and in the 200
population.
1213be and R. Meddis: Periodic sounds in simulated chopper units
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In the Chop-S population tuned toF05200 Hz ~open bars!,
the unresolved cosine-phase harmonics generate no no
ized CR-locked rate, whereas the alternating-phase stim
generate a normalized CR-locked rate that almost equals
for the Chop-S population tuned to 100 Hz.

Shackleton and Carlyon~1994! also showed that the per
ceived pitch does not depend on the absolute frequency
gion ~low vs high frequency! but on the harmonic numbe
~low vs high harmonics!. To verify, if this was the case fo
the Chop-S model we calculated the normalized CR-loc
rate for cosine-phase complexes and alternating-phase
plexes withF0’s of 100 and 200 Hz with both resolved an
unresolved harmonics. The normalized CR-locked rate o
Chop-S population tuned to 100 Hz in response to a 100
harmonic complex as a function of unit CF is shown in F
9~A!. Chop-S responses are phase independent up to a
1000 Hz~arrow!. The same plot is shown for anF0 of 200
Hz and a Chop-S population tuned to 200 Hz in Fig. 9~B!.
With this F0, the phase sensitivity starts at about 2000 H
i.e., at about the same harmonic number~10!, not at the same
frequency.

These simulations show that the Chop-S model is ins
sitive to the phase of spectrally resolved harmonics and
sensitive to the phase of unresolved harmonics. Thus, it
duces predictions of pitch in qualitative agreement with
psychophysical data of Shackleton and Carlyon~1994!.

7. Simulation 5: Inharmonic pitch shifts and pitch
ambiguity

The pitch shifts and pitch ambiguity resulting from in
harmonic complexes~consisting of equally spaced but inha
monic components! have strongly influenced modern the
ries of pitch perception. Chop-S units have classically b
regarded as sensitive to the waveform envelope~modulation

FIG. 9. Normalized CR-locked rate as a function of unit CF for harmo
complexes added in either cosine phase~fine lines! or alternating phase
~strong lines!. The stimulusF0 and the population CR were either 100 H
~A! or 200 Hz ~B!. Note that the normalized CR-locked rate to spectra
resolved harmonics is phase independent. The CF at which neural resp
start to become phase sensitive~arrows! is at a fixed harmonic numbe
~about 10!, and not at a fixed frequency.
1214 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 L.
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sensitivity: Frisinaet al. 1990a,b!. However, the envelope o
the waveform of a harmonic complex is not affected by
harmonic shifts. Thus, the pitches evoked by inharmo
complexes appear to represent a special challenge f
model of pitch based exclusively on Chop-S units.

The first simulation is an attempt to reproduce the d
obtained by de Boer~1956!. He asked listeners to match th
pitch of a carrier tone amplitude modulated with the sum
a 200- and 400-Hz tone. This results in a harmonic comp
with five harmonics and a harmonic spacing of 200 Hz. T
overall position of the five harmonics depends exclusively
the frequency of the carrier tone. When the frequency is
integer multiple of 200 Hz, the resulting complex is ha
monic; otherwise, it is inharmonically shifted by the sign
difference of the carrier frequency and the nearest mult
of 200 Hz. The matching results by de Boer~1956! indicated
that when a shift of280 Hz was applied, listeners matched
pitch of about 173 Hz. With increasing shift, the pitch mat
increased and reached a value of about 214 Hz for an in
monic shift of 180 Hz. Moreover, the pitch matches we
circular in that a further increase of pitch shift to1100 Hz
and beyond resulted in a jump of the perceived pitch fr
about 230 Hz back down to 170 Hz. The magnitude of
pitch shifts tends to decrease with increasing harmonic n
ber of the carrier frequency~see also Moore and Moore
2003!.

The simulation paradigm investigates the representa
of such an inharmonic, five-component complex in 11 d
crete Chop-S populations with CRs between 170 and
Hz. Inharmonic shifts matched those produced by de B
~1956!. TheF0 was 200 Hz. The normalized CR-locked ra
was calculated for each Chop-S population in response t
inharmonic complex with each of the inharmonic shifts. F
ure 10 shows the CR of that Chop-S population which p
duced the strongest normalized CR-locked rate for each
harmonic shift. Simulation results~open circles! are plotted
together with the results of de Boer~1956!.

Yost ~1997! investigated the pitch of IRN when the IRN
gain is negative~corresponding to a delay-and-subtract alg
rithm instead of delay-and-add!. A negative gain results in a
shift of all spectral peaks in the IRN stimulus by a frequen
corresponding to half the delay reciprocal, 0.5/d. This results
in a stimulus spectrum similar to an inharmonic compl
with a frequency shift equal to half thef 0. Yost ~1997!
showed that the pitch of IRN with negative gain depends

ses

FIG. 10. Simulation of pitch shifts produced by inharmonically shifted co
plexes. The spacing of the five harmonics was always 200 Hz. The l
shows the pitches matched after de Boer~1956! as a function of the fre-
quency of the central component~the carrier!. The open circles indicate the
CR of that Chop-S population which produces the strongest, normal
CR-locked rate in response to the complex.
Wiegrebe and R. Meddis: Periodic sounds in simulated chopper units
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only on the IRN gain but also on the number of iteration
With one or two iterations, listeners matched pitches co
sponding to 1.1/d or 0.9/d, whereas with a high number o
iterations, listeners tended to match a pitch equal to 0.5d.
Simulations were performed using IRNS(5,21,n) wheren,
the number of iterations, is variable. These stimuli wou
produce a pitch corresponding to 200 Hz if a positive g
were used. Populations of Chop-S units with three differ
CRs were used. These CRs were equal to 0.9/d, 0.5/d, and
1/d. Figure 11 shows the normalized CR-locked rate av
aged across each population for the three populations
function of the number of iterations.

For a low number of iterations, the Chop-S populati
with a CR at 0.9/d shows the strongest normalized CR
locked rate~solid line!. With increasing number of iterations
the normalized CR-locked rate of the Chop-S populat
with a CR of 0.5/d grows fastest. For 16 iterations, th
Chop-S population with a CR of 0.5/d shows the stronges
normalized CR-locked rate. The Chop-S population with
CR of 1/d shows only a weak, normalized CR-locked ra
This latter population produces the strongest normalized
locked rate when the gain is positive~cf. Fig. 5!. Note that
for this population, the normalized CR-locked rate is bel
that obtained for white-noise~aperiodic! stimulation ~short
horizontal lines on the left!.

8. Simulation 6: The segregation of concurrent
pitches

Assmann and Paschall~1998! investigated the extent to
which listeners can match the pitch of each of two vow
shaped harmonic complexes as a function of the separa
of the f 0’s of the two complexes. They found that when t
f 0 difference of the vowels was below four semiton
~24%!, listeners matched a single pitch to the complex c

FIG. 11. Simulated neural correlate of inharmonic pitch shifts with IR
stimuli: The stimulus is IRNS(5,21,n), with n ranging from 1 to 16 itera-
tions in doublings. Normalized CR-locked rate averaged over a popula
of Chop-S units is shown with a population CR of 0.9/d (180 Hz),
0.5/d (100 Hz), and 1/d (200 Hz). IRNS with negative gain produces
pitch of 0.9/d or 1.1/d for a low number of iterations and a pitch equal
0.5/d for a high number of iterations. In qualitative agreement with t
perception, normalized CR-locked rate for a Chop-S population tune
0.9/d is strongest for a low number of iterations but, with increasing num
of iterations, the Chop-S population tuned to 0.5/d starts to produce the
strongest, normalized CR-locked rate. Note, however, that the chang
perceived pitch occurs typically between 2 and 4 iterations, whereas
crossover of the rate functions occurs between 8 and 16 iterations.
reason for the deviation between the experimental data and the simula
probably lies in the different values of the normalized CR-locked rate
response to white-noise stimuli~horizontal lines on the left!. Compensation
of these different offsets would result in an improved fit to the experime
data.
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sisting of two f 0’s. When thef 0 difference was four semi
tones, the listeners provided bimodal pitch matches,
sometimes they matched the lower pitch and sometimes
matched the higher pitch. This performance indicates the
teners’ ability to ‘‘hear out’’ each of the twof 0’s. The fol-
lowing simulation investigates the extent to which t
Chop-S model is capable to segregate two simultaneo
presented harmonic complexes. The stimuli consisted
CPH with either a lowerf 0 or a higherf 0 or the sum of the
two CPHs. Averaged, normalized CR-locked rates were
tained for populations of Chop-S units with closely spac
CRs in the range surrounding the twof 0’s. Simulation re-
sults are shown in Fig. 12. For anf 0 difference of 50% or
24% ~A! and ~B!, the simulations reveal a clear peak in r
sponse to each single complex and a bimodal distribution
response to the sum of the two CPHs. With anf 0 difference
of 12% @Fig. 12~C!#, there is no clear bimodal distributio
despite the fact that the spacing of the CRs was halved c
pared to Figs. 12~A! and ~B!.

III. DISCUSSION

The simulations demonstrate that the normalized C
locked rate measure applied to a model of VCN Chop-S u

n

to
r

in
he
he
ns

n

l

FIG. 12. Segregation of concurrent pitches in Chop-S populations: Norm
ized CR-locked rate responses are shown as a function of the populatio
when stimulated with either of two harmonic complexes or their sum. T
dashed lines show responses to the lower of the twof 0’s; dotted lines show
responses to the higher of the twof 0’s. Solid lines show the responses to th
sum of the two complexes. Note that when thef 0 deviation is 50%~A! or
24% ~B! the two pitches are well resolved~solid lines!. With a 12%f 0
deviation~C! a bimodal distribution of the estimated pitches is not foun
although the spacing of the population CRs was halved compared to~A! and
~B!.
1215be and R. Meddis: Periodic sounds in simulated chopper units
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can reflect the strength of pitch percepts observed in a w
range of psychophysical studies. The demonstrations pre
a prima facie case that Chop-S units may play a role
transmitting pitch-related information to higher stations
the nervous system. The model can simulate responses
variety of pitch phenomena. It is able to predict changes
the IRN pitch strength with increasing number of iteration
the dominance region of pitch, changes of pitch stren
which depend on the phase relations between the harmo
changes of the pitch when harmonics are added in co
phase compared to alternating phase, the pitches of in
monic complexes and the pitches of IRN with negative g
~which also produces inharmonic shifts!, and the pitches of
concurrent harmonic complexes, and the pitch and p
strength of SAM noise.

Chop-S units have traditionally been characterized
followers of signal envelope. This modeling study sugge
that they may have an important role to play in transmitt
information concerning stimulus fine structure as well. Mo
physiological experiments have used high-frequency~CF!
carrier stimuli subject to low-frequency modulation. Few
any studies have looked at synchronization to unmodula
pure tones other than CF tones. However, psychophys
pitch studies have shown that it is the resolved~and therefore
only weakly modulated or unmodulated! sinusoidal compo-
nents of harmonic complexes that contribute most to
strength of the pitch percept. The model predicts tha
strong normalized CR-locked rate is observed in respons
resolved harmonics when the frequency of the harmoni
equal to the intrinsic CR or equal to an integer multiple
the CR of the unit.

The latter is a crucial features of Chop-S units: Imag
a Chop-S unit with a CF of 750 Hz and a CR of 250 H
being stimulated by a harmonic complex with anf 0 of 250
Hz. Spectrally, this unit is tuned to the third harmonic of t
complex. As this harmonic is spectrally well resolved, t

FIG. 13. Comparison of the interspike interval histograms of a simula
auditory-nerve fiber~A! and a Chop-S unit~B!. Stimuli were either white
noise~strong lines! or a random-phase harmonic complex~RPH! with anF0
of 250 Hz ~fine lines!. Note that both in the simulated auditory-nerve fib
and in the simulated Chop-S unit, the RPH leads to a redistribution if in
spike intervals in favor of the intervals equal to the stimulus period~vertical
dashed lines!, compared to white-noise stimulation. However, the degree
this redistribution, quantified as normalized CR-locked rate, is much hig
in the Chop-S unit compared to the auditory-nerve fiber.
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auditory-nerve representation of this third harmonic w
show very little amplitude modulation corresponding tof 0.
Instead, the Chop-S unit will receive an auditory-nerve inp
with a dominant period~summed across all auditory-nerv
fibers converging on the Chop-S unit! of 1.33 ms, the recip-
rocal of 750 Hz. The important function of the Chop-S unit
that it is capable to skip input spikes and lock onto an inte
multiple of the 1.33-ms period. It will choose a period whic
is most suitable for its CR. Thus, the Chop-S unit will fi
with a highly regular interspike interval of 4 ms, whic
means firing on every third input maximum. Thus, a Chop
unit is capable to ‘‘interpret’’ the 750-Hz not as a 750-H
pure tone but as being the third harmonic of anf 0 of 250 Hz
even if the unit has no indication that the 250-Hz compon
is actually present.

The simulations described above indicate that ass
blies of Chop-S units may supply a useful neural represe
tion of pitch information. However, Chop-S units are just o
of a variety of cell types found in the CN. Primarylike uni
have been shown to transmit the highest temporal preci
of neural discharge. Their firing characteristics are very si
lar to those of auditory-nerve fibers, which have been sho
to represent a reliable pitch code in their all-order intersp
intervals~Horst et al., 1986; Cariani and Delgutte, 1996a,b!.
The special advantage of Chop-S units is that they are
rowly tuned in terms of which fundamental frequencies p
duce a strong, normalized CR-locked rate. Other unit ty
are typically broadly tuned tof 0, if at all ~Winter et al.,
2001!. This is illustrated in Fig. 13, where ISIHs and norma
ized CR-locked rate of a simulated Chop-S unit~B! is com-
pared to its auditory-nerve input~A!. As outlined above, this
input consists of the aggregated firing activity of 15 audito
nerve fibers. Responses are shown to white noise~strong
lines! and an RPH withF05250 Hz ~fine lines!. Note the
redistribution of ISI in favor of the 4-ms period~vertical
dashed line! in both unit types. However, as a consequen
of its bandpass temporal tuning, the Chop-S unit provide
much higher normalized CR-locked rate compared to the
ditory nerve. Thus, the temporal tuning of a Chop-S unit t
narrow range of ISIs results in a twofold benefit for the sy
tem: first, it increases its sensitivity to changes in the
distribution when the ISI is in this tuning range. Second,
temporal tuning of Chop-S units may serve as a physiolo
cal basis for the identification of common harmonicity acro
the many components of a harmonic complex, even tho
they are spread across a range of frequencies.

Chop-S units show less modulation gain in response
envelope-modulated stimuli than other unit types like on
units ~Kim et al., 1990!. However, considering the fact tha
the low, weakly modulated harmonics of a harmonic co
plex contribute most to pitch strength, it is questionab
whether sensitivity to envelope modulation is the most i
portant physiological parameter for neural pitch extractio
The current study shows that Chop-S units reveal a g
sensitivity to the period of the low, weakly modulated ha
monics. As such, they may represent the first stage of se
tivity to pitch.
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Shortcomings of the model

The current model depends on the assumption that t
is a population of Chop-S units for eachf 0 encountered. The
existence region of thef 0 related pitch of harmonic com
plexes spans from about 30 Hz to about 1400 Hz. Howe
Chop-S units are not frequently seen with CRs greater t
500 Hz or smaller than 100 Hz. Thus, at present, the Cho
model cannot account for these pitches. Concerning hig
f 0’s, it is possible that Chop-S units show synchronization
a subharmonic off 0 when this subharmonic fits the CR o
the unit. This is reflected in Fig. 2, where an increased n
malized CR-locked rate at the natural CR will be seen
response to thesef 0 multiples. This model behavior migh
be interpreted as a neural correlate of octave confusions
they are often encountered in pitch judgments.

This study has not considered pitches based upon
many different types of dichotic signals that generate a p
sensation~Culling, 2000; Culling et al., 1998a,b!. At the
level of the CN, the neural representation of these stim
will be no different than for an aperiod stimulus because
the monaural nature of the CN. Thus, the pitch sensa
evoked by dichotic-pitch stimuli cannot be mediated by
processing of Chop-S units. However, at the next prospec
stage of the model under development, the Chop-S u
project to coincidence detector units in the inferior collic
lus. At this stage, there is pronounced binaural interac
and it is possible that binaural properties of coincidence
tector units may be involved in the perception of dicho
pitches. The behavior of a model fully developed to the le
of the inferior colliculus remains to be tested.

Another potential problem for the model concerns t
firing rates of sustained chopper units at very low sig
levels. The model assumes that chop-S units have
thresholds and low saturation thresholds. Above satura
levels, the firing rate is roughly constant~regardless of level!
and will synchronize to acoustic events at that frequency
low signal levels, the rate/constancy assumption clearly d
not hold and the pitch percept should be affected by red
tions in rate. Unfortunately, it is difficult to estimate from th
animal data the levels at which this would become an iss
We also know relatively little about how low pitch percep
behave close to absolute threshold. Nevertheless, this iss
potentially problematic and will need to be kept in view
the future.

May et al. ~1998! described responses of chopper un
to vowel sounds where the position of the vowel forma
was varied systematically. They showed that a variation
formant position resulted in a change of the units’ rate
sponses regardless of the overall sound-pressure level o
presented vowel. This finding represents an interesting c
lenge for the current suggestion that temporal response c
acteristics of Chop-S units play an important role in pit
perception.

First, however, it must be pointed out that the sugges
role in pitch perception applies to relatively low pitches w
fundamental frequencies below about 500 Hz. The role
Chop-S units in the encoding of spectral envelope featu
applies to formants that are typically located at frequenc
of 1 kHz and above. Thus, the encoding of the low harm
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 L. Wiegre
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ics numbers~which are the most important for pitch perce
tion! is not likely to be affected by the unit’s sensitivity t
spectral envelope features. For higher harmonic numb
however, it must be assumed that there will be interfere
between a Chop-S unit’s rate-response changes in resp
to changes in the spectral envelope and the unit’s sensit
to the fundamental frequency of these high harmonics. S
interference, however, is also observed perceptually: It is
ficult for listeners to estimate the low pitch of higher-ord
harmonics independently of spectral envelope and ove
sound level. One example is the study by Walliser~1969!,
where it was shown that the pitch of a 300-Hz harmo
complex octave band filtered around 4000 Hz depends
nificantly on sound-pressure level. Another example is
occurrence of edge pitches.

An extensive study of Chop-S units with iterated rippl
noise, where the spectral envelope in the spectrally un
solved frequency region is flat, has shown that~for these
‘‘nonvowel’’ sounds! Chop-S units reach their rate saturatio
at relatively low sound-pressure levels and they prese
their sensitivity to periodic sounds in rate saturati
~Wiegrebe and Winter, 2001!.

In summary, the temporal tuning of a Chop-S unit to
narrow range of ISIs results in a twofold benefit for the sy
tem: first, it increases its sensitivity to changes in the
distribution when the ISI is in this tuning range. Second,
temporal tuning of Chop-S units may serve as a physiolo
cal basis for the identification of common harmonicity acro
the many components of a harmonic complex, even tho
they are spread across a range of frequencies.
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